
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s come together!  

Aren’t you already curious, just from the tile?  

This is the first advantage of our project. 18 + is a simple idea that captures your attention instantly. It then 

brings people together.  

 

What is 18 + in short?  

  The first major festival in Cluj-Napoca dedicated to the young. Having one of the largest and most  

 multicultural student communities in the country (about 61000 young students, being the second  

 largest  university  center  in  the  country,  following  Bucharest)  Cluj  has  a  specific  urban  

 effervescence. This is an extraordinary potential that hasn’t yet been fully exploited by any festival- 

 type event. 18 + comes to fill this void. With a high quality line-up of artists that will perform on the  

 festival stage, with a diverse and original array of adjacent activities, 18 + stands up to the standards  

 of major European festivals.  

  The first Romanian festival that focuses on creating an experience. Hence the fact that we do not call  

 it  a music festival,  nor a visual  arts festival,  nor an education and  workshop  festival,  nor a  

 performance one - even though all these activities and many others will be made available in the  

 festival through internationally renowned artists - we call it an experience festival. What we are  

 bringing to the audience of 18 + is a series of unique experiences that people wouldn’t have the  

 chance to feel at once anywhere else. The event is planned in such a way as to provoke our thought,  

 our creativity, our senses; to remind us of our inner potential and help us discover by means of  

 encounters (with other people, artist and high-grade cultural products). Hence the slogan of our  

 festival, “Let’s  come  together!” 18  +  brings  people  together  to  make  them  live  these  new  

experiences. The plus sign in “18 +” doesn’t only stand for crossing an age threshold when we start 

celebrating youth, it also stands for the mathematical operation of summing, of adding people 

together and for that “something more” that we are always seeking.  



 

 

 

  In close connection to the idea above, 18 + is the first Romanian festival that dedicates a lot of  

 attention to the ambient where the festival will be held. The spatial design for each activity is  

 specifically thought in a way that it creates a multi-sensorial experience, that it incites the audience  

 through more than one sense. This does not only mean a significant attention to the beauty of the  

 environment we will hold our festival in, but also finding multiple uses of the space through creative  

 construction and arrangement. Every corner of the festival will pass through the creative hands of  

 innovative plastic artists so that 18  + will not only bring an interesting program, but also a  

comfortable and relaxing ambiance, aesthetic pleasure and sheer joy when discovering and exploring  

it.  

  18 + is a wide, open concept that allows much, with very high potential within the experiences that  

 can be created within it, without having any limits at all with regards to the types of activities or  

 artistic shapes it can include. One of its advantages is that it is both selective and accessible at the  

 same time. 18 + is a recipe where you have the exact necessary quantity of “marketable” in order to  

 get a vast audience, but also the necessary quantity of  “different”, of  “substance”, of  “unique  

 experience” so that it stands out from the mass of   commercial events and also beautifully selecting  

 the audience. If some event organizers think that the admittance price is the means of selecting the  

 audience, we feel that (and our vast experience in this area supports it) the quality of the event does  

 this. This is the reason why we have chosen a very low price for student tickets and a highly  

 affordable price for the rest of the audience, to especially encourage and give the chance to a vast  

 audience to enjoy the experience that we suggest, leaving the true inner value of the program to set  

 the standard.   In this respect, 18 + is a cultural product that comes up with an interesting mix: it isn’t  

 for everyone but it’s friendly and accessible.  

 

 

Date: 17
th
 -18

th
 of May 2013 Place: Cluj-Napoca, Romania 

 

Target Audience  

The festival speaks to a vast and diverse audience, due to its diverse content, both artistically and through the 

adjacent activities it offers. The event aims at and has the potential to attract an audience of 

approximately 10 000 people in the two days of the festival (taking into account our vast experience in event 

organizing as well as the extent of the potential audience, the demand on the market for such an event, and the 

potential of the program to attract a certain minimal average).  



 

 

 

 

The core target are mostly young people, students, the activities of the festival being mainly focused on 

attracting and implicating the large community of students.  

Our target audience is formed of active people, with average or above-average income, that attend or have the 

possibility to attend events. Most of them live in an urban environment, are mobile and open to new 

experiences. An audience that is open to new developments in technology, that uses new media, is eager for 

extraordinary experiences, searches for communities, with a keen interest in socialization and public exposure, 

expression and manifestation.  

 

 

Activity overview  

 

 

The Labyrinth  

1001 meters of Romanian stories  

On the grounds of the festival we will build a massive labyrinth,  

crafted by the skilled hands of students from the Arts University  

of Cluj-Napoca. This represents one of the unique adventures that  

18 + will offer the audience. With each edition, the labyrinth will  

house a different thematic experience. It is a place where one can  

loose and find himself again, where we can let our imagination go  

wild and follow the clues, where we can seek and discover. A  

living space built in a manner that will entice all senses. An  

experience of sight, smell, sound, taste, touch but also one of the mind.  

This year the labyrinth opens up towards Romanian folklore, but it does so in a most unconventional  

manner. Built on the theme of “1001 meters of Romanian story”, the 18 + labyrinth will incite the  

audience, like a true Scheherezade, with motifs, textures, colours, sounds, illustrations, objects, theme  

texts, spells, curses and legends from all over the country linked creatively and meaningfully with the  

1001 meter journey that the labyrinth offers. Both for the documentation and curatorial parts, the  

construction will be made in collaboration with the “Constantin Brailoiu” Ethnography and Folklore  

Institute.



   

               The Music  
 

                Main stage  

                NADÉAH (OF NOUVELLE VAGUE) - FR /PARIS  

With   an   incredibly   rich   stage background as well as an eventful road in life, Nadéah’s music reflects  

a  sincere,  soulful  voice,  revealing an intricate universe of emotions. 

 
                 ROOTS MANUVA   (UK )  

Rodney Smith aka Roots Manuva is one of the titans of Black British music. With a remarkable  

career spanning over  15 years, Smith established himself  in  the  late ‘90s,  his  work  being  firmly  

rooted  in  dub  and  ragga  but  also  incorporating much of the trip-hop style often associated with Ninja Tune, 

the U.K. imprint that often distributed Big Dada releases.  

 

NO HEAD ON MY SHOULDERS (AT)  

Storytellers and tremendous performers  

 “MM XX is what the brain of Frank Zappa would sound like if it was rebooted and fed, “The Matrix”style, all of 

the known musical genres in the world. It’s a concept album of epic ambitions set in the bleak future, pitting 

good against evil and throwing in some kick-ass musical acrobatics along the way. File under 

Rock/Pop/Ska/Opera/Reggae/House/Alternative/Worldmusic/Folk/Eastern/Western.”  

Toph Taylor (Trouble over Tokyo)  

 

With  almost  a  decade  and  a  half  of  stage  experience, founded in 1999, No Head On My Shoulders is one 

of the most exceptional musical projects to come out of Austria. Their fantastic music goes effortlessly over 

genres and takes the listeners on a rollercoaster ride through incredibly varied, finely  elaborate  arrangements. 

 

MASALA SOUND SYSTEM   ( PL)  

 

In 2002 Polish journalist, writer and traveller Max Cegielski gathered a group of friends to found an 

‘oriental’ DJ collective Masala Soundsystem (Masala = mixture). Their idea in terms of music was to present 

a thrilling selection of folk-soaked party tracks from various parts of the world, which are totally omitted by 

‘mainstream’ media. Their idea in terms of philosophy was to show that cultural differences between nations 

and races don't have to be the source of conflicts - they may be a basis for a fascinating musical dialogue led in 

the area of music and common joy. In the following years many instrumentalists, vocalists, MC's, turntablists 

and DJ's from various parts of Polish and international musical scene came across the ranks of Masala. Apart 

from being a soundsystem, the collective became a band, which published its 4 author releases full of 

original, eclectic music.  



 
          
                  BRAS WOOD & WIRES 

Brass  Wood  &  Wires  number  among  the  new leaders of Berlin’s Dub underground. Producing all their  

sound  live  and  analogue,  they  promote  the practice of dynamic live dubbing, performed with strong 

effects and virtuouso instrumental work. 

These six musicians take the trance quality of Dub music to a new level of instrumental and engineering 

performance.  Varying  from  punchy  horn-driven parts to dark dub atmospheres and long spherical 

moments, their music was once mentioned to be the new “Pink Floyd of Reggae”. 

 

 

Revolving Stage - street artists  

Aside the main stage, within the festival site we will set up a circular revolving stage dedicated to street artists 

(buskers). During the whole duration of the festival, international artists of all kinds will perform on this 

unconventional stage, that reflects through its design and setting precisely the philosophy behind this type of 

artistic performance: to be close to the people.  

Taking into consideration the target audience addressed, 18 + could not lack such a space. The second stage 

will add a bit of urban, of multikulti, of story and interaction to the festival space. The music of the European 

streets comes here to be mixed in diverse recipes by these travelling chefs of the sound.  

 

 

The Photo Exhibitions  

Spread throughout the festival site, completing the atmosphere and being set up within diverse forms and 

structures that please the eye and encourage dynamics, the photo exhibitions of 18+ bring to light unique ideas 

and initiatives and at the same time contribute to the social key of the festival, approaching several themes in this 

direction.  

Urban Stereotypes - a complex initiative, that is to gather visual perspectives on urban stereotypes from all 

over the world. The exhibition will contain a photograph that reflects this theme from a city in each  country  

of  the  globe.  Aside  the  extraordinary  dimention  of  the  exhibition,  bringing  forth approximatively 200 

visions on urban stereotypes and joining just as many international artists, the project also offers an 

interesting note on the theme approached, succeeding to somehow define the urban both from the perspective 

of repetition and at the same time from that of diversity and plurality. That what represents a stereotype in 

an African city placed next to that what represents a stereotype in a Danish city - a contrast that is surely 

worth seing.  

Unseen Moments  - the exhibition presents the works of several visually impaired international photo 

artists. The photography of the blind is an art unknown to many. The are numerous such photographers in 

the world who amaze through their exhibitions, succeeding to capture in their works a fantastic, 

unsuspected universe. If sight is the key element necessary in photographic creation, what is then the 

secret of these artists that produce visual art without precisely this key element?  

Please note that by sending us the picture to be exhibit in our 18+ Project you are expressing your 

consent for your picture to be printed and displayed whithin our photo exhibition in Cluj-Napoca and in 

other cities where the project might be presented. The organiser consents not to use your picture for any 

commercial purposes or any other purposes that were not mentioned above without your prior approval. 

 



 

 

Conditions for participation: 

 

Technical aspects: 

-the picture should not be larger than 5MB 

-the picture should not have frame and watermark 

-the picture should be sent in JPEG format, along with name of photographer, age, name of the picture, 

place that the picture was taken and place of origin of the photographer. 

-the picture should represent the theme mentioned above. For the Urban Stereotypes Theme the picture should 

represent and show a streotype from your city, could be a turistic atraction known all over the world, or could  

be a theme or subject that you as a photographer feel that is most repetitive or representative of that certain  

city and can be considered as stereotype for the city.  

-you should not send more then 3 of  your best pictures for a certain city that you consider that best represents  

our theme. You can send pictures from different cities in the world. 

 

The organizer takes full right of selecting one picture from your work that will be displayed. 

 Only pictures and photographers selected will be displayed within the exhibit. 

Photographers participating should be over 18 years old. 

Please send your pictures to expoclujproject@gmail.com 

 

Street Performance & Happening  

Fire juggling on water or on suspended spaces, stilted animators, circus parades, magic performances, 

artistic improvisation, street theatre. Spread throughout the site of the festival, initiated without being 

announced, bursting spontaneously within the audience, these will animate the space of 18+ and will make 

the public explore the festival site, searching for the next happening.  
 

The Virtual Circus  

Visuals, gadgets, virtual sensations that go straight to the heart. A space in whichcutting edge technology meets 

creative thought. Sparks must fly!  

Fictional characters come to life and mingle among the visitors. A smart engineering where we are  

caught in the gymnastics of illusionism, the acrobatics of imagination and contemporary training tricks.  

The Workshops  

Because this is a festival dedicated to the young, either at age, or at heart, 18 + makes space within its 

premises for a vast site for diverse creative workshops, where craftsmen of all kinds will let themselves robbed 

of their skills by whoever wishes to join. This section of the event is made in partnership with the already much 

experienced workshop offerer Incubator 107 Cluj, or as they  

present themselves “the place where anyone can teach anyone anything”. 

Professionally organized in the Movers Guild, the Hedonists Guild, the 

Forgers Guild, the Virluals Guild, the Saucerers Guild and the Speekers 

Guild, Incubator 107 is a young collective full of initiative, that has quickly 

imposed itself through the numerous unconventional projects developed, 

which attract a continually growing audience.  

 

mailto:expoclujproject@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

Website Incubator 107 Cluj  

Along the workshop space, 18 + will cultivate a matching exhibition space, hosting several such displays that 

ought to be brought to light.  

 

 

About the organizer  

Du-ne is the newest event and happening platform developed from his older brother, Nude. With an 

experience of over 7 years in the socio-cultural creative space, Nude is both a brand of the beautiful (a label 

distributed in Romania, Hungary, Austria and Czech Republic, recognized by professionals in the field, 

featured in prestigious magazines as Elle, with a clientele among which one finds several known public 

figures in the country) as well as a main partner in numerous large cultural events.  

From its establishment, the team behind this concept developed a vast experience in event management, 

working with over 1000 national and international artists and cultivating solid partnerships with central 

booking and artistic management lines in Europe and beyond.  

Thus, Du-ne is the natural development of a professional team towards a new concept that would 

combine in its developed projects the attention and skill related to the design of the space created, the 

uniqueness of experience, the artistic quality and the preciseness and versatility in event management after a 

long history from which we have learned a lot.  

 

http://cluj.incubator107.com/

